
uSee Interface

freedom in lighting



Controlling Light



At Your Fingertips
uSee is a web-based lighting system management 
interface that allows end-users to monitor their energy 
usage and adjust scene levels via most web accessing 
devices such as an iPad, laptop or tablet. 

uSee Interface puts the management of a lighting 
system in the hand of end-users, without any need 
for Designer programming software knowledge. The 
Interface’s contemporary and intuitive design allows end 
users to call up real-time energy usage reports in a few 
easy steps.

uSee works by automatically scanning your Lighting 
System’s Designer programme settings and 
interpretting them into user-friendly, local language 
terminology so that the people who use the system 
day to day can make adjustments to their scene setting 
levels and rename label fields to suite their needs.





Scene Recall
uSee accesses your Lighting Control System’s 
Designer scenes allowing you to switch between 
them from your web accessing device. 

This opens up your Lighting Control System to 
be managed from anywhere in your building 
by anyone, without the need for technical 
knowledge or understanding of how your 
system is programmed.

Scene Edit
Taking the level of control one step further, uSee 
allows you to alter and store the levels within a 
given scene set. 

You can rename your scene, so that for example 
‘Room 4’ becomes ‘Small Meeting Room’, 
avoiding confusion and increasing usability. 

On top of this functionailty you are able to dim 
and raise lighting levels within a given group, 
vastly improving the accessibility of your 
Lighting Control System.



Energy Monitoring
uSee performs real-time energy monitoring of your Lighting Control System.

The Lighting Control System automatically monitors the lighting loads 
to determine when lights are turned on and their level. The system then 
calculates the energy usage profile for a given area.  This information allows 
uSee to  monitor and feedback to you, providing you with the important 
information you need when considering your Lighting Control System’s 
efficiency and potential improvements, such as regular maintenance.

Systems using Helvar ballasts automatically detect the necessary luminaire 
power information. However, for devices that do not provide the data 
automatically, the values can be inserted into the system manually, at 
commissioning, which in turn allows uSee to perform these energy 
monitoring calculations.
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Due to a policy of continuous improvement, Helvar reserve the right to alter specifications without notice at anytime.
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